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Let Oc z L”O(S, p) be a maximal abelian subalgebra of the factor 9 on 
separable Hilbert space with modular involution J. (a u J6Zfl is represented 
naturally as Lm(S x S, A). If Takesaki’s unitary equivalence relation W C S x S 
is not h-null, it is a measure groupoid. If it is conull, and (a u Jfl.J)” is maximal 
abelian, 9 and aare reconstructed by the o-left regular representation procedure. 
Examples show that these hypotheses are not always satisfied. An application 
shows that the Lm spectrum of a properly infinite ergodic transformation is null 
with respect to the Le spectrum. 
Suppose that 6’Z is a maximal abelian subalgebra of the factor F acting on a 
separable Hilbert space .#. a may be represented as L”(S, p) for some standard 
probability space (S, p) via an isomorphism M,.: L”(S, 1-1) + GZ. In proving 
his characterization of discrete von Neumann algebras, Guichardet [6] introduced 
a unitary equivalence relation from the components of a direct integral decom- 
position of w. This analytic equivalence relation has been studied by Takesaki 
[14]; it is defined uniquely up to ~-null sets as follows: If C C r is a separable 
weakly dense C*-subalgebra, direct integral decomposition of the identity 
representation i(T) = & T(s) &L(S) with respect to M, yields a measurable 
family of representations s” = (T E+ T(s)) irreducible a.e. s E S is called 
equivalent to t E S iff 0 is unitarily equivalent to 2. Our main result is Theorem 1, 
which describes circumstances in which s and &? can be reconstructed from 
Takesaki’s unitary relation W and certain related information involving a 
modular involution, using the theory of Mackey’s measure groupoids [ll, 
12, 81. In this way we characterize the a-left regular representation construction 
[7, 91 of principal ergodic groupoids. When 02 is an expectation image of 9, 
we provide in Theorem 2 an alternate description of B? in terms of the normalizer 
of Q& in this there is contact with work of Feldman and Moore [3]. Finally, 
we include examples showing that, although 9 and Q! satisfying the conditions 
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in Theorem 1 arise naturally, so too does quite different behavior. If T is a 
properly infinite ergodic transformation on (S, v), we obtain 9 and J on 
L2(S, v) @LZ(Z) f rom the group-measure space construction and 0‘ as (I @ R)“, 
where R is the regular representation of Z. g is defined by the action on Z 
of the L” spectrum of T. Theorem 3 is a consequence of this relationship. 
1 
We have described in [9] a generalization of the group-measure space 
construction by which a factor can be constructed from a 2-cocycle on a 
principal ergodic groupoid (ergodic equivalence relation). Let (3, C) be such 
a groupoid, a: ?P) -+ T a Bore1 2-cocycle with values in the circle group. Let 
(v, p) be a Haar measure [g] with r-decomposition v = jvU d&u); let d = 
(dv-l/h)-l, the modular homomorphism. For suitably restricted functions f 
on 9, the operators Tf on L2(5?, v) defined by (T, j, k) = ssf (x) u( y-l, x)-l 
j(x-ly) k(y) dvy y) dv(x) g enerate a factor 9 in standard form. 9 contains 
the algebra 02 of multiplications j t-+ cy 0 rj for CL fLm( UQJ , p) as maximal 
abelian subalgebra. Jj(j(x) = O(~)-~I~j(x-r) a(+, X) is the modular involution. 
The triple (%, 02, J) is independent up to spatial isomorphism of the choice 
of Haar measure. We refer to (g, @, J) as obtained from the u-regular repre- 
sentation of (9, C). 
Suppose that (9, a) is a factor-maximal abelian subalgebra pair on &’ 
as before and that K is a conjugate-linear involutive isometry on # with 
KFK = w. We refer (loosely) to K as a modular involution. As in the proof 
of Theorem 1 of [3], there is a probability measure h = h, on S x S and an 
isomorphism M: Lm(S x S) -+ (a v KCIK)” such that if r(d) is the left (right) 
coordinate map, then Mr(a) = M( 0: o r) and for E C S x S Borel, M(1,) t-t 
JM(l,)J induces the point transformation T = (s, t) ++ (t, s) = (s, t)-l. 
LEMMA. Let 22 C S x S be the Tukesaki relation. If h(B) > 0 then (9, [A r 931) 
defines a principal measure groupoid with partially defined multiplication 
($9 t>(t, 4 = h 4. 
Proof. We may assume h = h-1 and TJ = x = p. Let 7 = (A r =%)/I\(W) 
and r,n = +j. Since 9 = W-r, 77 is a symmetric probability measure. Write 
Md(a) = &‘(a 0 d). Let h = J’X” d&s) b e an r-decomposition and decompose 
&’ = fJ @, t) d+, 4 44 s as a direct integral with respect to (GPIu KOOK)“. ) 
Let h, , h, ,..., be a sequence of elements of Y? dense simultaneously in hs-a.a. 
h(u, t) for s belonging to the p-conull Bore1 set VC S. 
Let 01~ , cz2 ,... be a dense rational subalgebra of the continuous functions 
on S in some suitable compact metric topology. For each i 3 Tdj E C such that 
Tij -+ Md(aJ strongly. It follows that if Md(~) = s MJ(OL) dp(s) is the direct 
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integral decomposition, there is a subsequence Tij such that Vi = {s E V: 
$( T& + M&ari) strongly and Mds is multiplication by ai} is conull. Let 
V, C n Vi be a conull Bore1 set and let ZZO = &? n (V, x V,,). #20) = 1. 
Suppose (s, t) E gio . Th ere is a unitary operator U: Jh(u, v) dhs(u, w) --+ 
Jh(u, v) dht(u, V) such that US = %U. Then Jli ai hj(u, z~)/la &(u, w) = 
J II 44 Uhj(U, 41” W% 4 s ince As is supported on {s} x S, we may write 
As = 6, x ds and At = 6, x bt and conclude that P < 8, whence by symmetry 
d” ff et. 
Let 9 = Jvs &j(s) b e an r-decomposition and g = dq/dp. If K S + [0, l] 
is continuous, J-c(u) h”(.S’,,) dp(u) = sse, olo Y dA = J-a(u) d+j(u), so g(u) = 
AU@?,,) a.e. Thus 7 = JhU r W&I@‘) dp(u)ws A” r 9&,g(u) dp(u) = S Au r B’,, d+(u). 
By essential uniqueness of the r-decomposition there is a conull Bore1 subset 
V’CV, such that hU,r&YL,N7U if UEV’. If f: S x S-+[O, l] is Borel, 
&,f((s, t)(u, 4 dA’(u, 4 = s h&t, @f(s, 4 d&4 = 0 ifi0 = f b,(s, 9f(s, 4 
dfs(v) = J’g,f(~, ZI) dhs(u, V) if (s, t) E (v’ x v’) n W, . This proves that 
(9, [v]) is a principal measure groupoid. 
Remark. Since F is a factor, only constants belong to the images of both 
Mr and Md. Thus if 9 is A-conull, (W, [A]) is ergodic. 
THEOREM 1. Let g be a factor on separable Hilbert space &‘, O!C 9 a 
maximal abelian subalgebra. The following are equivalent: 
1. The pair (g, a) is obtained from the a-regular representation of a 
principal ergodic groupoid. 
2. F has a modular involution K of Z such that (a u KO!K)” is maximal 
abelian in Z and the Takesaki relation 9? is A,-conull. 
Furthermore, if J is the modular involution from the o-regular representation 
construction, KJ E (GI v KOOK)” is M(S 0 dy), where y: R + T is a homomorphism 
such that y2 = 6 o r/S o d. 
Proof. 1 ~2 is vezfied using Theorem 4.3 of [9]. The operator W,(x) 
intertwines d(x) and r(x). We show 2 G- 1. 
Let (v, p) be a Haar measure for the principal ergodic groupoid (a, [&I). 
By passing to an i.r. we may assume XI@(~) = or for every x E R. We may 
assume that X = P(%, V) z jL2(W, v”) &(s) because (a u KGZK)” is maximal 
abelian. Choosing a section, we can find an analytic function x ++ V(x) on 9 
such that rG) V(x) = V(x) d$). S’ mce P is irreducible for p-a.a.s, from Theorem 
5.1 of [12] it follows using the projective group that there is a Bore1 2-cocycle 0 
and a Bore1 function Won an i.r. such that for each x, W(x) V(x)-1 is a scalar 
and W(xy) = u(x, y) W(X) W(y). W e may assume that a(~, y)-)-’ = a(y-l, x-l). 
W is a Hilbert bundle u-representation in the sense of [13]. Since a.e. 
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M,d(“)(a) W(x) = W(x) M$“)(a), W(x)f(y) =g(y-l, x)-l a(y-l, x)-lf(x-ly) a.e. 
for some Bore1 function g into the unit circle. By computation (cf. Lemma 3.6 
of [S]), g is a h’2)(2)- a.e. homomorphism on Wt2). By Theorem 3.7 of [8], there 
is a Bore1 function b such that a.e. g(x, y) = b(y-lx-l)/b(x-l), so a.e. W(x) = 
M’(“)(b) W,(x) &P’“)(b)-l. Th us by replacing % by M(b)-1 FM(b), K by 
M(b)-l KM(b), and C by M(b)-l CM(b), we may assume that W = W, . 
Let J be the modular involution obtained from the o-regular representation 
construction. The linear transformation KJ induces by action on (GY u K0K)” 
the identity transformation on the measure space (9, v). Since (OZU KLYK)” 
is maximal abelian, there is a Bore1 function G: W -+ T such that KJ = M(G). 
jM(G) = K = M(G)J. S ince C C IV’ = the commuting algebra of the regular 
representation, %’ C W’ and hence W” C F. Thus KW”K CF, so 
M(G) W’M(G) = M(G) Jw”jM(C) C F’ C W’. 
The crux of the proof is to show that G(x-l) G(x-?z) is a constant y(s) 
independent VT(~)- a.e. of x for v-a.a. z. We refer to this assertion as Claim (*). 
Assuming its truth, we complete the proof. Write AK = h = sXU dX(u) and 
A, = (A”)-‘. 
Define Tf as above (see formula 4.2 of [9]). We compute (M(G) T,M(~)j, k) = 
Jf(x) a(y-1, x)-l C(x-ly) j(x-ly) G(y) K(y) duT@)(y) du(x). Since I = K2 = 
M(G) JM(G)J = M(G@‘), G = G’, where G’(x) = G(x-l), so 
(M(G) T&‘(~))j, k) = (Tfyj, K). Thus M(G) WnM(G) = IV”, so KW’K = 
M(G) JW’JM(G) = ?V”. N ow we have 9 = KF’KCKW’K = w”CF, 
so w” = .F. -- 
Suppose y(x) = G(x) G(xz) for &+)-a.a. x and y(w) = G(x) G(xw) for 
A,(,)-a.a. X. If d(z) = r(w), 
Y(W) = G(x) G&4 for &j-a.a. x 
= G(xz) G(xzw) for X,(,j-a.a. x 
= +)-l G(x) G(xzw) for h,c,,j-a.a. x. 
It follows that on an i.r. y is a homomorphism. Since y(x)-’ y(xz) = y(z) = 
G(X) G(xz)-1, Xl.tz)-a.a. X, h-a.a. z, we see from Remark 3.10 of [8] that there 
is a Bore1 function 6 on S such that G(x) y(x) = 6 0 Y(X) a.e. (6 0 Y) y-l = G = 
G” = (8 o d)y, so r” = 6 o r/S o d. 
We turn now to Claim (*). Let %!, be as in Definition 2.5 of [9]. Let k be a 
bounded complex-valued Bore1 function on W x W x W; if ~fr(x)f,(y)fa(z) 
g(y-lxz) k(x, y, a) d@@)(z) d@)(y) dv(x) = 0 for all fi ,f2 ,fs , and g in 4, , 
then s ( k(x, y, %))I d@(*)(z) d@)(y) dv(x) = 0. Indeed, using techniques of 
Section 2 of [9], we can find Bore1 sets E, C W whose union is W and functions 
gi E a1 positive a.e. with respect to the measures E H s lEi(x) l=<(y) 1 ci(z) 
l,(y+cz) d@‘@(z) dv’@)(y) dv(x), respectively. 
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To prove Claim (*) we use the fact that for f and h belonging to 4!4,, 
M(G) JGJW~I commutes with Tf . If also g E %], we find that a.e. 
= 
/.I 
f(y) h(z) g( y-‘xz) A(z)‘l”(u(x-1, y)-l u( y-lx, z) G( y-lx) C?( y-k) 
- u(x, z) u(z-~x-~, y)-’ G(x) @vz)) dvd(“)(z) dv’(“‘(y). 
By the preceding discussion and the fact that u(.+, y)” u(y%, z) = u(x, Z) 
a(~-1x-1, y)-1, J 1 G(y-lx) G(y-k) - G(x) G(zz)I dhd’=‘(x) dW(y) d&x) = 0. 
Consequently, G(x-l) G(x%) = s G( y-%-l) G((Y-~x+z) dh”(“)( y) h’tz)-a.e. for 
X-a.a. z, and for such x and z the integrand is essentially constant, equal to 
J- G(y-1) G(y-lz) dP)(y). Th is p roves Claim (*) and completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
2 
Suppose that (d, a) is a pair consisting of a von Neumann algebra on 
a separable Hilbert space and a maximal abelian subalgebra. The group of 
unitaries U E .& such that U6UJ-1 = 6l! is called the normalizer N(a) of @ 
via the isomorphism M,: L”(S, p) + O!, each U EX(@ induces a point 
transformation s I-+ sU on (S, p) such that UM,.(ol) U-l = M7(s F+ a(s.9’)). 
If X(0/) generates &! and aC is the image of &Z under a faithful normal con- 
ditional expectation 8, Feldman and Moore have called Gpl a Cartan subalgebra. 
According to Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 1 of their paper [3], the pair (%, 67) 
arises from the u-regular representation of a countable discrete principal 
measure groupoid (i.e., a measured equivalence relation with a.a. equivalence 
classes countable) iff 02 is a Cartan subalgebra. 
Suppose that 02 C 9 is a maximal abelian subalgebra which is the image 
of the factor 3 under a faithful normal conditional expectation 8. We do 
not assume &(ol) generates 3. Let @(a) = 67 n M(O). Let w be a faithful 
normal state of C? and use w 0 d to represent 9 on a separable Hilbert space 
X, obtaining also a modular involution K. In this situation the Take&i 
relation W can be described in another way; this theorem was proved with 
the aid of J. Feldman and C. Moore. 
THEOREM 2. Let (9, GZ) be represented on separable Hilbert space as described 
above, with modular involution K. W is A,-non-null. If G C.N(O!) is a strongly 
dense subgroup with +Y(O!) C G and G/%(OZ) countable, then (9, [A, r W]) is the 
equivalence relation on (S, p) dejined by the action of G on (S, p). 
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Proof. By Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 of [3] the diagonal in S x S must 
have positive measure. Proposition 3.7 of the same paper shows that (@, [AK r W]) 
is a countable discrete groupoid, so g is obtained from the action of a countable 
group H on (S, y) by Theorem 1 of [2]. Let W be the (bundle) o-representation 
as in our Theorem 1. Let (Y, p) be the Haar measure for ([.%, [X, r 91) such 
that a.a. VU are counting measures; and let d be the modular homomorphism. 
For h E H let U(h) be defined by the inducing construction: 
(U(h)fp, /J) = j 6,(W) A($ t)-1’2(HqS, 0 &)P W)) w* 0. 
Since CC IV’, U(h) E 9 by Theorem 4.1 of [9]. Calculation shows that U(h) 
is unitary and U(h) M,(a) = iVr(s t-+ ol(sh)) U(h). Thus U(h) EJV(GQ. 
Suppose U EN(~). Let (5’ x Z, [p x counting]) be the groupoid with 
multiplication (s, n)(sU”, ~2) = (s, n + m). By applying the Imprimitivity 
Theorem [12] to the representation n i--t U” of Z and the projection-valued 
measure E t+ .iWr(l,) on (S, CL), we obtain a representation (s, n) H A(s, n) 
of (5’ x Z, [p x counting]) with CC A’. Using A(s, sU), we establish the 
unitary equivalence of s” and (sU)* for a.a.s. 
Consequently, every U E&(S) induces an element of the full group of H, 
and there is a countable-quotient subgroup (generated by {U(h): h E H}) of 
.&“(a) generating the relation (.%‘, [h, r %I). Let G CJ+‘“(@ be as in the hy- 
potheses. Suppose there is a non-null Bore1 set EC S and h E H such that 
for every U E G and s E E, sh # sU. Let D be the characteristic function of the 
diagonal in S x S. Let f (s, t) = D(s, th). U(h) M(f) U(h-l) M(ls 0 rD) # 0; 
but U&l(f) iFM(IE c rD) = 0 for all U E G. Since G is strongly dense, 
this is a contradiction. 
Remark. By restricting 8 to J(u), we can apply the Feldman-Moore 
theory to the pair (X(0!), 02). A ccording to Proposition 3.9 of [3], the measured 
equivalence relation they obtain is that induced by the action of any suitably 
large subgroup G C&(B) with @!(a) C G and G/q(@) countable. Con- 
sequently, their equivalence relation coincides with (g’, [X, r @I), and the 
pair (M(a), a) is obtained from the r-regular representation of this groupoid 
for some cocycle 7. Examination of the arguments shows that &(a), as the 
T-regular representation of (9, [X, r %?I), acts on the closure ofJfr(@ ~a , where 
v0 is a cyclic and separating vector for 9, with TEN(~) represented as 
M(b)-l TM(b), b E L”(W). Let 6(h, , h,) = M(s F+ U(S, sh, , sh, , sh,h,)) for 
h, , h, E H. U(h,h,) = C(h, , h,) U(h,) U(h,). Since LW(~)-~ U(h,h,) M(b) = 
+(h, , h,) ikZ(b)-l U(h,) U(h,) M(b), (5 and Q- may be taken to be the same. Note 
that if J’-(a) is semi-regular ([l] and [14]), then (W, [& r J??]) is ergodic. 
Remark. Suppose M(a) generates 9 and that 9 is represented in standard 
form with a cyclic vector v,, such that JAJv,-, = A*v, for every A E 0C. If 
the Take&i relation (9, [hJ r 91) is a countable discrete groupoid, then 02 is 
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an expectation image of St, so 02 is Cartan. Indeed, M(1,) commutes with 
JV-(GY) and JJ’-(@)J, so W is conull. Similarly, (a u JaJ)” has uniform dimen- 
sion. The proof of Proposition 3.11 of [3] shows that this dimension is 1. After 
application of our Theorem 1, Proposition 2.9 of [3] gives the result. 
3. EXAMPLES 
Suppose a discrete group H acts on a standard probability space (S, v) 
preserving [v]. If ST(&) p(s, h) h(s) = ST(S) dv(s), then Q(h) v(s) = p(s, h)l12 v(sh) 
defines a unitary representation of H on L2(S, v). Let c be counting measure 
on H. Suppose the H-action is free and ergodic. The left regular representation 
construction applied to the groupoid (5’ x H, [v x c]) with Haar measure 
(v x c, v) yields a factor, whose cornmutant we call 9, and a modular involution 
J. Let P(a), 01 cLm(S, v), denote multiplication on L2(S, v), and let L and R 
be the left and right regular representations of H. 9’ is generated by P @I 
and Q @L. JQ @L J = I @ R. If H is abelian, I @ R” is an abelian subalgebra 
OzofF. 
LEMMA. O! is maximal abelian in 8. (GZU JaJ)” is maximal abelian on 
L2(S x H, v x c) zjjf the representation Q has a cyclic vector. If 7 is the Haar 
measure for $ C? may be represented as L”(I?, 7) in such a way that the Takesaki 
relation is generated by the action of the L” spectrum of Q; and E tt 
J l& , x1x2) 4 x p(xl , x2) de$nes PA whet-e EL is the spectrum of Q. 
Proof. The map h E+ I @ R(h): Lw(l?, 7) -+ @ extends to an isomorphism 
M,. ; direct integral decomposition of P(a) 81 and Q(h) @L(h) with respect 
to M,. yields s P(a) @ Idy(x) and s Q(h) @ x-l(h) dv(x) on sL2(S, V) @ C dT(x). 
Irreducibility of the resulting component algebras shows that 02 is maximal 
abelian. (a u JOJ)” is generated by Q @I and I @ R; since R has simple 
spectrum, (62’~ JOZJ)” is maximal abelian iff Q” is maximal abelian, hence 
iff Q is cyclic. The algebras generated by P 01 and Q @ x-l on L2(S, V) @ C 
are unitarily equivalent for x = x1 and x = x2 iff there is a unitary b cLm(S, V) 
such that b(sh)/b(s) = xl(h)/x2(h) f or all h; i.e., iff x1/x2 belongs to the Lm- 
spectrum. 
Now extend $(h, @ h,) = Q(h,) @ R(h,) to an isomorphism of Lm(I? x a, 
71 x ,u) with (GYu JflJ))“. Let y: I? x fi ---f I? x fi be defined by y(xl, x2) = 
(xl , x;lx2). y induces an isomorphism y*: Lm(I? x I?, (y-l)*(~ x p)) -+ 
Lm(fi x fi, 7 x v) by composition. Since (h, @ h,) 0 y(xl , x2) = (h,h;’ @ h,) 
(xl , x2), / 0 y*(h 0 h2) = Q(h2) 0 R&hi? = (IO Nhd)(Q(h2) O-W,)). Let 
M = j-or*. With our earlier notation, M(olo Y) = MT(~) and lE H 
M-l(JM(l,)J) induces the coordinate switch. It follows that [X,] = 
[W*(7 x PN- 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let G be a 1.c.s.c. abelian group with Haar measure m, H C G 
a dense subgroup acting on (G, m) by multiplication. p is the image of Iz‘ of 
the Haar measure in G; G C I? is the L” spectrum. Q has a cyclic vector. The 
hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. The groupoid obtained is isomorphic 
to the one defined by the action of G on A; .9 is isomorphic to the left regular 
representation algebra of this groupoid via FG @F$, where F denotes the 
Fourier transform. 
EXAMPLE 2. Girsanov [5] has given an example of an ergodic type II, 
integer action with simple continuous spectrum. If in the lemma we let H = Z 
have this action, then (02 u J@J)” is maximal abelian, but the Takesaki relation 
9 is the diagonal. Since p is atomic at {l}, 99 is not null. Since F is a factor, 
the diagonal is not conull, either. Theorem 2 asserts that a in this example 
is a singular subalgebra ([l] and [14]). 
EXAMPLE 3. Kakutani and Parry [lo] h ave given examples of ergodic type 
II, integer actions which are doubly ergodic. This implies (cf. [4]) that the 
Lm spectrum is (1). Since for infinite actions p is nonatomic, for (.9’, @, J) 
built as above from these actions 9?? is null. We do not know whether these 
actions can be chosen so that Q has simple spectrum. However, we can make 
a general statement about the relationship between the spectrum and the L* 
spectrum of an ergodic properly infinite transformation. 
THEOREM 3. Let T be an invertible ergodic transformation on the Lebesgue 
space (S, v) preserving no finite measure equivalent to v. Let TV be the spectrum 
of the action. The L”“-spectrum is CL-null and Lebesgw-null. 
Proof. Since b ++ b o T/b is strongly Bore1 in the unitary group %(L”(S, v)), 
the La-spectrum r, which is CI n {b 0 T/b: b E @(L”(S, v))}, is analytic in 
the circle group 2. If I’ is not p-null, then the Takesaki relation as in the first 
proposition of this section is non-null, hence a measure groupoid. Since this 
groupoid arises from the action of r, one sees that p r r is quasi-invariant 
under the action of a (cc r r)-conull Bore1 subgroup I’,, . By the Weil-Mackey 
Theorem, I’,, has a separable locally compact topology for which [p] is the 
Haar measure class. Since the circle group has no small subgroups, r,-, is either 
countable or all of the circle. Since p is non-atomic, r,, = 2 and the Take&i 
relation is conull, comprising a transitive principal groupoid. The same con- 
clusion is reached if r has positive Lebesgue measure. 
Using the von Neumann Selection Lemma, we can find a measurable family 
x ++ U(X) of unitary operators onL2(S, v) such that for a.e. x, U(x) PU(x)-’ = P 
and U(x) x-lQ?Y(x)-l = Q. Let U = s U(X) @ Idr(x) on sL2(S, v) @C d?(x). 
U(P @I’) U-1 = P @ 1 and U(Q @L) I;r-1 = Q @ 1. Thus 9 is type I. 
Since v is non-atomic, this is a contradiction. 
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